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Abstract

Traffic flow control in automated highway systems (AHS) is addressed. A link layer controller for a

hierarchical AHS architecture is presented. The controller proposed in this paper stabilizes the vehicular

density and flow around predetermined profiles in a stretch of highway using speed and lane changes as

control signals. Multiple lane highways in which vehicles have different destinations and types are con-

sidered. The control laws are derived from a model based on a principle of vehicle conservation and

Lyapunov stability techniques. The implementation requires only local information. Simulation results are
presented.

� 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Automated highway systems (AHS) is a concept proposed to increase capacity and safety in
surface transportation systems (Varaiya, 1993). One of the AHS architectures used in the Cali-
fornia PATH program consists of five hierarchical layers (Varaiya and Shladover, 1991): network,
link, coordination, regulation and physical layers (see Fig. 1). The physical and regulation layers
are vehicle based and are related to the vehicle�s dynamics and its control. The coordination layer
controls the execution of maneuvers; it is based on the group of vehicles involved in each ma-
neuver. The link layer is road-side based and is in charge of regulating vehicle flow on stretches of
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highway. Finally, the network layer regulates traffic flow in all the highway network. Readers
interested in more detail about the layers of the PATH AHS control architecture are advised to
consult, for example (Hsu et al., 1991; Swaroop et al., 1994; Godbole and Lygeros, 1994; Li et al.,
1997a,b; Alvarez et al., 1999; Rao and Varaiya, 1994).
The focus of this paper is on control strategies at the macroscopic level of traffic, where the

important quantities are the aggregate vehicular density and the traffic flow measured in sections
of highway. Some of the relevant control strategies in the literature are reviewed here.
In Karaaslan et al. (1990), the authors present a traffic flow model based on the behavior of

human drivers. They replace one of the terms in the model that describe drivers� behavior with a
feedback control term designed to homogenize the density. Chien et al. (1993) extend this problem
to the tracking of an arbitrary density profile. Using also a macroscopic traffic model based on
human driver behavior, they derive a controller that commands a desired velocity at each section
of the highway in such way that the density of the entire highway conforms to a specified density
profile. The developed control law is based upon the inversion of traffic flow dynamics which
becomes difficult when the density in any section is small.
In Rao and Varaiya (1994) a link layer controller consistent with the AHS architecture in

Varaiya (1993) is described. The design assumes a fully automated highway and uses a dynamic
model of the coordination and regulation layers obtained through extensive simulations under
normal operating conditions. In order of priority, lane change proportions, desired speeds and
maximum platoon size are possible control variables, although the only control law implemented
in SmartPath (Eskafi et al., 1992) is the lane change. The control law is heuristic and therefore
does not deal with stability issues.

Fig. 1. Hierarchical architecture of AVHS in the PATH program.
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In Papageorgiou et al. (1990) the goal is to stabilize the traffic flow in the Southern Boulevard
Peripherique of Paris. Using only on-ramp metering control, the authors try to achieve a density
and flow that is not otherwise possible due to drivers behavior and congestion. Metering control is
based on linear quadratic control techniques applied to a linearized traffic flow model that em-
ploys only local traffic information. Simulations show that with the on-ramp feedback control
congestion is significantly decreased.
In a previous work (Li et al., 1997a,b) a link layer controller for AHS whose goal is to regulate

vehicle flow and density in a stretch of highway around desired vehicle density and velocity
profiles is presented. It is assumed that for each conceivable scenario (e.g. normal traffic condi-
tion, stopped vehicle on highway, blocked or closed lane), a desired behavior of the highway
consistent with its capacity under that circumstance can be prescribed. Three topologies are in-
vestigated: a single lane highway, a discrete lane highway and a dense lane highway. The L2

stability of the density error along the stretch of highway is proved when the desired velocities and
rates of lane change are time independent. The structure of the proposed control laws is dis-
tributed and simple to compute in real time. In Alvarez et al. (1999) the link layer controller
presented in Li et al. (1997a,b) is extended to multi-destination and multi-type traffic flow. Lane
change commands are treated differently making it possible to control the lane change between
lanes with different nominal velocities.
This paper deals with traffic flow stabilization in discrete lane highway topologies. The goal is

to regulate aggregate traffic conditions around desired traffic flow profiles in stretches of highway,
while acting within the link layer of the PATH AHS hierarchical architecture. To achieve this goal
of stabilization, a controller is designed that uses speed and lane changes as command signals. A
link layer controller, that is located in the roadside, will calculate and communicate to the vehicles
in the stretch of highway under its control speed and lane change commands in such a way that
real traffic flow conditions approach the desired ones.
The determination of the desired traffic condition involves some form of optimization, and it is

not a problem pursued in this paper. In Broucke and Varaiya (1996) a theory that can be used for
the optimization is presented.
Three important differences with the results in Li et al. (1997a,b) and Alvarez et al. (1999) are

presented here.

1. The structure of the control laws is now much simpler. In Li et al. (1997a,b) and Alvarez et al.
(1999) a change of coordinates was used to calculate the stabilizing control law. This change of
coordinates is not used and the stability is proved based only on gradients of weighted density
errors. This reduces the complexity during implementation.

2. Inlet traffic flow conditions in Li et al. (1997a,b) and Alvarez et al. (1999) were assumed to
match those of the desired traffic flow profiles. In this paper this condition is relaxed. When
the desired and real traffic flow conditions are different in a highway section, the controller min-
imizes the overall density error in that section.

3. The desired rates of lane change can vary now with time as opposed to the results in Li et al.
(1997a,b) where they were time independent.

The paper is divided in five sections. Section 2 contains the link layer controller design for
a multi-lane single destination AHS, while Section 3 describes the controller for the multiple
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destination case. Simulation results are presented in Section 4, while Section 5 describes the
conclusions of the work.

2. Discrete lanes highway

Consider a highway of length L, consisting of n lanes (in Fig. 2, n ¼ 3). Using a principle of
vehicles conservation, the dynamics of the vehicle density satisfy the following partial differential
equation:

oKðx; tÞ
ot

¼ � o

ox
fVðx; tÞKðx; tÞg þ Nðx; tÞKðx; tÞ; ð1Þ

where Kðx; tÞ 2 Rn, Kiðx; tÞ, the ith element, is the vehicle density on lane i, position x 2 ½0;L
 � R
and time t, Vðx; tÞ 2 Rn �Rn is a diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal entry, Viðx; tÞ, is the traffic
flow velocity in lane i, and Nðx; tÞ 2 Rn �Rn represents the proportion of vehicle density that is
changing lanes per unit time at that particular position x and time t. The first term in the right
hand side of Eq. (1) represents the inlet flow entering at location x and time t in the longitudinal
direction of traffic, while the other term in this same side represents the inlet flow due to lane
changes at this same location and time. 1 Traffic flow stabilization for the discrete lane highway is
analyzed under the following assumption.

Assumption 1
1. The dynamics of the coordination and regulation layers are sufficiently fast and are capable of
achieving velocity regulation.

2. The velocity Vðx; tÞ and the proportion of lane change Nðx; tÞ can be commanded.
3. Lane change is constrained to occur only between adjacent lanes, therefore the structure of

Nðx; tÞ is

Fig. 2. Discrete lane highway model.

1 See Li et al. (1997a,b) for more details about this derivation.
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Nðx; tÞ ¼

�n1;2ðx; tÞ n2;1ðx; tÞ 0    0
n1;2ðx; tÞ �n2;1ðx; tÞ � n2;3ðx; tÞ n3;2ðx; tÞ    0
0 n2;3ðx; tÞ �n3;2ðx; tÞ � n3;4ðx; tÞ    0

..

.

0;    nn�1;nðx; tÞ �nn;n�1ðx; tÞ

2666664

3777775;

where ni;jðx; tÞP 0; 8i; j 2 f1; . . . ; ng represents the proportion of vehicles changing from lane i
to lane j per unit time, ni;jðx; tÞ ¼ 0 8ji� jj > 1.

4. The desired velocity, proportion of change lane and density profiles, VdðxÞ, Ndðx; tÞ and Kdðx; tÞ,
also satisfy a conservation of vehicles principle

oKdðx; tÞ
ot

¼ � o

ox
VdðxÞKdðx; tÞf g þ Ndðx; tÞKdðx; tÞ; ð2Þ

with Kdðx; tÞ, VdðxÞ and Ndðx; tÞ similarly defined to Kðx; tÞ, Vðx; tÞ and Nðx; tÞ, respectively.
The desired velocity is always positive, not dependent on time and can be different between
lanes.

5. Only net changes of lane should be considered when specifying the matrix Ndðx; tÞ,
that is

if ndi;jðx; tÞ 6¼ 0) ndj;iðx; tÞ ¼ 0; ji� jj ¼ 1 8i; j 2 f1; . . . ; ng:

Define the density error vector aseKKðx; tÞ ¼ aKdðx; tÞ � Kðx; tÞ; ð3Þ
where 0 < a6 amax. It should be noticed that Eq. (2) is still satisfied when Kdðx; tÞ is substituted
with aKdðx; tÞ. The choice of amax is such that Eq. (2) still satisfies highway capacity constraints for
amaxKdðx; tÞ. It is important to remark that this definition of the density error vector is different
from the one introduced in Li et al. (1997a,b). The role of a is to allow the representation of
differences between the desired and real traffic flow conditions. It is assumed that these differences
will remain constant for a finite interval of time.
Decompose Vðx; tÞ and Nðx; tÞ as

Vðx; tÞ ¼ VdðxÞ þ Vfðx; tÞ; ð4Þ
Nðx; tÞ ¼ Ndðx; tÞ þ Nfðx; tÞ: ð5Þ

By subtracting Eq. (1) from Eq. (2), the equation for the dynamics of the density error is

oeKKðx; tÞ
ot

¼ � o

ox
VdðxÞeKKðx; tÞ
n o

þ NdðxÞeKKðx; tÞ þ o

ox
Vfðx; tÞKðx; tÞf g � Nfðx; tÞKðx; tÞ: ð6Þ

Define the feedback control law Vfðx; tÞ by

Vfðx; tÞ ¼ cðx; tÞdiag o

ox
fVdðxÞeKKðx; tÞg


 �
; ð7Þ

where cðx; tÞP 0 is a gain with cð0; tÞ ¼ ciðL; tÞ ¼ 0.
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The ði; jÞ-element of the feedback control law matrix Nfðx; tÞ is defined by

nf i;jðx; tÞ ¼
�fi;jðx; tÞðeKKiðx; tÞVdiðxÞ � eKKjðx; tÞVdjðxÞÞ; ji� jj ¼ 1;eKKiðx; tÞVdiðxÞ < eKKjðx; tÞVdjðxÞ;
0; else;

8<: ð8Þ

where fi;jðx; tÞP 0 is a gain.
Denote the L2 norm of the density error vector eKKð; tÞ to be

keKKð; tÞk22 ¼
Z L

0

eKKðx; tÞT eKKðx; tÞdx:

The following theorem is presented.

Theorem 1. Consider the discrete n-lane highway model in Eq. (1) and define the density erroreKKðx; tÞ as in Eq. (3), where 0 < a6 amax is given. Consider the control laws in Eqs. (7) and (8) under
the conditions specified by Assumption 1. Then the equilibrium eKKðx; tÞ ¼ 0 8x 2 ½0; L
 is stable in the
L2 sense. Moreover, under the proposed control laws and for all 0 < a6 amax one of the following
equilibria will be reached

• If the inlet flow condition satisfies Vð0; tÞKð0; tÞ ¼ aVdð0ÞKdð0; tÞeKKðx; tÞ ¼ 0: ð9Þ
• If the inlet flow condition satisfies Vð0; tÞKð0; tÞ ¼ bVdð0ÞKdð0; tÞ; b 6¼ a; 0 < b6 amax

o

ox
fVdðxÞeKKðx; tÞg ¼ 0; ð10Þ

eKKiðx; tÞVdiðxÞ ¼ eKKjðx; tÞVdjðxÞ 8i; j 2 f1; . . . ; ng: ð11Þ

Proof. See Appendix A. �

Remark

1. The role of a in Theorem 1 is to allow differences between the real and desired inlet flows. When
a ¼ 1 the control laws proposed in Eqs. (7) and (8) allow perfect tracking of traffic flow along
the highway. In most real traffic conditions, however, a value of a 6¼ 1 is expected. In these sit-
uations it is impossible to achieve perfect density traffic along the highway. The controller then
tries to track an scaled version of the density error that takes this difference into account. When
a 6¼ 1, eKKiðx; tÞ ¼ 0 does not imply Kiðx; tÞ ¼ Kdiðx; tÞ.

2. Notice that the definition of the control laws in Eqs. (7) and (8) requires a priori knowledge of a.
It is assumed that the real inlet flow conditions are measurable and therefore that the value of a
can be deduced by comparing real and desired inlet flow conditions. It is also assumed that a is
bounded and remains constant for a finite interval of time. In practice, this requirement implies
that the changes in the value of a are slower than the dynamics of the traffic flow controller.

3. Theorem 1 also guarantees that when the a used in control laws in Eqs. (7) and (8) does not
coincide with the true factor b that matches the difference between the real and desired inlet
flows, i.e., when Vð0; tÞKð0; tÞ ¼ bVdð0ÞKdð0; tÞ; b 6¼ a; 0 < b6 amax then the equilibria that will
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be reached is such that the gradients of the weighted density errors will be zero in both the lon-
gitudinal direction and across lanes.

4. When the equilibria in Theorem 1 are reached, the following conditions are satisfied

lim
t!1

Vðx; tÞ ¼ VdðxÞ;

lim
t!1

Vfðx; tÞ ¼ 0;

lim
t!1

Nfðx; tÞ ¼ 0;

this implies that the controller forces the desired and real velocities to coincide and therefore the
feedback terms Vfðx; tÞ and Nfðx; tÞ eventually vanish.

3. Multi-destination traffic discrete lanes highway

Consider a n-lane highway in which vehicles with different destinations are sharing lanes.
Vehicles with the same final destination can be associated with a particular index or color. Using a
principle of vehicles conservation, the dynamics of the vehicle density for each color satisfy the
following partial differential equation:

oKcðx; tÞ
ot

¼ � o

ox
Vcðx; tÞKcðx; tÞf g þ Ncðx; tÞKcðx; tÞ; ð12Þ

where Kcðx; tÞ 2 Rn, Kc
i ðx; tÞ, the ith element, is the vehicle density of color c on lane i, position x 2

x 2 ½0; L
 � R and time t, Vcðx; tÞ 2 Rn �Rn is a diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal entry is the
traffic flow velocity of color c in lane i, and Ncðx; tÞ 2 Rn �Rn represents the proportion of vehicle
density of color c that is changing lanes per unit time at that particular position x and time t.
Traffic flow stabilization for the multi-destination discrete lane highway is analyzed under the
following assumption.

Assumption 2
1. The velocity Vcðx; tÞ and the proportion of lane change Ncðx; tÞ can be commanded.
2. Lane change is constrained to occur only between adjacent lanes, therefore the structure of

Ncðx; tÞ is

Ncðx; tÞ ¼

�nc1;2ðx; tÞ nc2;1ðx; tÞ 0 . . . 0
nc1;2ðx; tÞ �nc2;1ðx; tÞ � nc2;3ðx; tÞ nc3;2ðx; tÞ . . . 0
0 nc2;3ðx; tÞ �nc3;2ðx; tÞ � nc3;4ðx; tÞ . . . 0

..

.

0 . . . ncn�1;nðx; tÞ �ncn;n�1ðx; tÞ

0BBBBB@

1CCCCCA;

where 06 nci;jðx; tÞ6 1 8i; j 2 f1; . . . ; ng represents the proportion of vehicles changing from
lane i to lane j per unit time. Notice that nci;jðx; tÞ ¼ 0 8ji� jj > 1.

3. The desired velocity, proportion of change lane and density profiles, Vc
dðxÞ, Nc

dðxÞ and Kc
dðx; tÞ,

satisfy
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oKc
dðx; tÞ
ot

¼ � o

ox
fVc

dðxÞKc
dðx; tÞg þ Nc

dðx; tÞKc
dðx; tÞ; ð13Þ

with Kc
dðx; tÞ, Vc

dðxÞ and Nc
dðx; tÞ similarly defined to Kcðx; tÞ, Vcðx; tÞ and Ncðx; tÞ, respectively.

The desired traffic flow profile must be physically realizable.
4. Only net changes of lane are considered when specifying the matrix Nc

dðx; tÞ, that is
if ncdi;jðx; tÞ 6¼ 0) ncdj;iðx; tÞ ¼ 0; ji� jj ¼ 1 8i; j 2 f1; . . . ; ng:

5. Vehicles do not change destination or color, once assigned.

Define the vectors and matrices

Kxðx; tÞ ¼ K1ðx; tÞT; . . . ;Kmðx; tÞT
h iT

;

Vxðx; tÞ ¼ diag V1ðx; tÞ; . . . ;Vmðx; tÞ
� �

;

Nxðx; tÞ ¼ diag N1ðx; tÞ; . . . ;Nmðx; tÞ
� �

;

Kxdðx; tÞ ¼ K1
dðx; tÞ

T
; . . . ;Km

d ðx; tÞ
T

h iT
;

VxdðxÞ ¼ diag V1
dðxÞ; . . . ;Vm

d ðxÞ
� �

;

Nxdðx; tÞ ¼ diag N1
dðx; tÞ; . . . ;Nm

d ðx; tÞ
� �

;

where m is the total number of different destinations. The vehicle density dynamics for all colors
can be expressed as

oKxðx; tÞ
ot

¼ � o

ox
Vxðx; tÞKxðx; tÞf g þ Nxðx; tÞKxðx; tÞ ð14Þ

and the desired velocity, proportion of change lane and density profiles for all color as

oKxdðx; tÞ
ot

¼ � o

ox
VxdðxÞKxdðx; tÞ
� �

þ Nxdðx; tÞKxdðx; tÞ: ð15Þ

Define the density error vector aseKKxðx; tÞ ¼ axdKxdðx; tÞ � Kxðx; tÞ; ð16Þ
where axd is a diagonal matrix with each one of its entries defined similarly to a in the single
destination case. Decompose Vxðx; tÞ and Nxðx; tÞ as

Vxðx; tÞ ¼ VxdðxÞ þ Vxf ðx; tÞ; ð17Þ
Nxðx; tÞ ¼ Nxdðx; tÞ þ Nxf ðx; tÞ: ð18Þ

By subtracting Eqs. (15) and (14) and using (17) and (18) the equation for the dynamics of the
density error is

oeKKxðx; tÞ
ot

¼ � o

ox
VxdðxÞeKKxðx; tÞ
n o

þ NxdðxÞeKKxðx; tÞ þ
o

ox
Vxf ðx; tÞKxðx; tÞ
� �

� Nxf ðx; tÞKxðx; tÞ: ð19Þ
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To deal with the special conditions imposed by multi-destination traffic control, the following
additional assumption is introduced.

Assumption 3
1. The velocity that is commanded to vehicles that are sharing the same lane is independent of
their destination, i.e.,

Vðx; tÞ ¼ V1ðx; tÞ ¼ V2ðx; tÞ ¼    ¼ Vmðx; tÞ:

2. It is allowed to command different proportions of lane changes to vehicles with different desti-
nations that are sharing the same lane, i.e., in general

N1ðx; tÞ 6¼ N2ðx; tÞ 6¼    6¼ Nmðx; tÞ:

Notice that assumption in 3.1 is important not only for practical reasons, but also from a safety
point of view. It is necessary to avoid that vehicles with different destination are trying to overrun
each other in the same lane.
To define the feedback control laws Vfðx; tÞ and Nfðx; tÞ first define the vectors

Fxðx; tÞ ¼ ½F1ðx; tÞ; . . . ;Fmðx; tÞ
 ¼ o

ox
eKKxðx; tÞTVxdðxÞ

n o
ð20Þ

and

Hxðx; tÞ ¼ ½H1ðx; tÞ; . . . ;Hmðx; tÞ
 ¼ eKKxðx; tÞTVxdðxÞ: ð21Þ

The ith element of the diagonal matrix Vxf ðx; tÞ is given by

Vxf i
ðx; tÞ ¼ ciðx; tÞ F 1i ðx; tÞK1

i ðx; tÞ
�

þ    þ F m
i ðx; tÞKm

i ðx; tÞ
�
; ð22Þ

where ciðx; tÞP 0 is a gain with cið0; tÞ ¼ ciðL; tÞ ¼ 0 and F c
i ðx; tÞ is the ith element of Fcðx; tÞ in Eq.

(20).
In the case of the matrix Nxf ðx; tÞ, from (18) it follows that its structure is

Nxf ðx; tÞ ¼ diag N1
f ðx; tÞ; . . . ;Nm

f ðx; tÞ
� �

:

According with Assumption 3, the matrices Nc
f ðx; tÞ must have the same structure of Nc

dðx; tÞ 8c 2
Nc
dðx; tÞ 8c 2 f1; . . . ;mg to allow changes of lane only between adjacent lanes. Their ði; jÞ-element

is defined as

ncf i;jðx; tÞ ¼
�fci;jðx; tÞðhci ðx; tÞ � hcjðx; tÞÞ; ji� jj ¼ 1;

hci ðx; tÞ > hcjðx; tÞ;
0; else;

8<: ð23Þ

where fci;jðx; tÞP 0 is a gain and hcjðx; tÞ is the jth element of Hcðx; tÞ in Eq. (21).
Denote the L2 norm of the density error vector eKKxð; tÞ to be

keKKxð; tÞk22 ¼
Z L

0

eKKxðx; tÞT eKKxðx; tÞdx:

The main result of this paper is now presented.
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Theorem 2. Consider the discrete n-lane highway model in Eq. (14) and define the density erroreKKxðx; tÞ as in Eq. (16), where 0 < a6 amax is given. Consider the control laws in Eqs. (22) and (23)
under the conditions specified by Assumptions 1–3. Then the equilibrium eKKxðx; tÞ ¼ 0 8x 2 ½0;L
 is
L2 stable.
Moreover, under the proposed control laws and for all 0 < a6 amax one of the following equilibria

will be reached

• If the inlet flow condition satisfies Vxð0; tÞKxð0; tÞ ¼ axdVxdð0ÞKxdð0; tÞeKKxðx; tÞ ¼ 0: ð24Þ
• If the inlet flow condition satisfies Vxð0; tÞKxð0; tÞ ¼ bxd

Vxdð0ÞKxdð0; tÞ where bxd
¼

diag b; . . . ;bf g and b 6¼ a, 0 < b6 amax.
o

ox
Vxdð~xxÞKxðx; tÞ
n o

¼ 0; ð25Þ

eKKc
i ðx; tÞ

cV c
di
ðxÞ ¼ eKKc

j ðx; tÞV c
dj
ðxÞ 8i; j 2 f1; . . . ; ng; c 2 f1; . . . ;mg: ð26Þ

Proof. See Appendix B. �

Remark. All remarks to Theorem 1 also apply to Theorem 2.

4. Link layer simulation results

To illustrate the effectiveness of the link layer controller, some simulation results are shown.
The first set of results corresponds to the implementation on SmartPath (Eskafi et al., 1992) of the
control laws in Eqs. (22) and (23), for the case of one destination. The second set corresponds to
Matlab simulations results for the case of vehicles with multiple destinations. Finally the third set
was obtained with SmartCap (Broucke et al., 1996) a meso-scale traffic simulator. It is important
to remark that although the gains for the control laws, namely c, fi;jðx; tÞ ciðx; tÞ and fci;jðx; tÞ in
Eqs. (7), (8), (22) and (23), respectively, can be time dependent, in the simulation results presented
in this section a constant value was used for all positions x and times t. The simulation results
were obtained after manually tunning the gains and represent typical simulation results.

4.1. SmartPath simulation results

SmartPath (Eskafi et al., 1992) is a comprehensive simulator for the hierarchical PATH AHS
architecture. Simulations are executed based on a user provided file that contains information
about the highway topology. Highways are partitioned into sections with specified geometry:
length, curvature, banking, number of lanes, width of lanes, etc. A set of pointers defines the order
in which the different sections and lanes are connected.
SmartPath includes routines to populate the highway with vehicles. These routines can create

an initial set of vehicles to perform the simulation, or create vehicles during the course of the
simulation. Maximum platoon size must be provided.
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Independent coordination and regulation layers are created for each vehicle. The maximum
number of vehicles in a single simulation is only limited by the time the corresponding simulation
takes to complete. One important motivation to testing the link layer controller in SmartPath is
that it is possible to validate the assumptions on the dynamics of coordination and regulation
layers that were made while deriving the link layer model, namely fast dynamics as compared to
the link layer.
SmartPath includes a communications module that handles all information interchange among

vehicles and between vehicles and the highway infrastructure. All the layers are assumed to use
this module to place or retrieve information.
SmartPath simulates the roadside infrastructure in such a way that the number of vehicles in

lane and sections is known. Vehicular density is determined based on this information together
with the length of the section. The longitudinal speed and the actual number of changes of lane
that is to be executed in a given lane and section is supposed to be broadcasted by the highway
infrastructure to the platoon leaders.
To establish the desired vehicular density and velocity profiles, special routines were developed

for these simulations. These routines will to be substituted in a near future by a generator of
desired traffic profiles, based on (Broucke and Varaiya, 1996).
SmartPath simulations were performed for one and two lane highways. In both cases an oval

shaped track was used. The length of the oval is approximately of 5 km. There are about 100
vehicles per lane traveling at a nominal speed of 25 m/s. The circulation is in the counterclockwise
direction.
The objective in the one lane simulation is to test the ability of the link layer controller to empty

sections of highway. This capability is important in AHS systems because, for example, it provides
space for vehicles entry to the AHS. The desired density distribution is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Figs. 4–6 show the simulation results for a one lane highway. Each block on Figs. 4–6 repre-

sents a platoon of vehicles including the headway of its leader, 60 m in these simulations. As Fig. 4
clearly illustrates, after 160 s there are large empty sections of highway in the two straight
sections of the oval highway. It should be noticed that there is a reduction in the number of
platoons, and therefore in the occupancy of the highway, due to the regulation and coordination
layer control laws that enforce the occurrence of joins. The size of the empty sections is
much larger that the one that can be obtained without the use of the link layer controller proposed
here.

Fig. 3. SmartPath one lane simulation. Desired low density region.
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In the case of the two lane SmartPath simulation, the link layer controller was required to
perform two different tasks. The first task, which takes place in the lower straight section of the
oval highway, consists of homogenizing the vehicle density on both lanes. The second task is
to empty the inner lane of the highway at the end of the upper straight section of the oval.
The desired situation is illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8. The simulation results are presented in Figs.
8–11.
The results in Figs. 9–11, that correspond to 40, 80 and 120 s of simulation time respectively,

indicate that the link layer controller performed the two tasks successfully.

Fig. 6. SmartPath one lane simulation results t ¼ 160 s.

Fig. 4. SmartPath one lane simulation results t ¼ 0 s.

Fig. 5. SmartPath one lane simulation results t ¼ 80 s.
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4.2. Matlab simulation results

The second set of results corresponds to Matlab simulations of the control laws in Eqs. (22) and
(23) for the case when vehicles which have two different destinations are traveling on a two lane
highway. Figs. 12 and 13 show the desired density profiles for the two colors. At the beginning of the
highway the desired behavior corresponds to vehicles of both colors mixed homogeneously in both
lanes. At the middle of the stretch of highway, each lane should only contain vehicles of one color.
At the end of the stretch of highway, the desired conditions are the same as those in the beginning.

Fig. 8. SmartPath two lane simulation results t ¼ 0 s.

Fig. 7. SmartPath two lane simulation. Desired density regions.

Fig. 9. SmartPath two lane simulation results t ¼ 40 s.
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Fig. 12. Matlab two lane simulation results. Color 1 desired density.

Fig. 10. SmartPath two lane simulation results t ¼ 80 s.

Fig. 11. SmartPath two lane simulation results t ¼ 120 s.
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Fig. 13. Matlab two lane simulation results. Color 2 desired density.

Fig. 14. Matlab two lane simulation results. Colors 1 and 2, t ¼ 0.
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Fig. 15. Matlab two lane simulation results. Color 1, t ¼ 9.

Fig. 16. Matlab two lane simulation results. Color 2, t ¼ 9.
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Fig. 14 shows the initial state for the simulation, which corresponds to an homogeneous
mixture of the two colors along all the stretch of highway. Figs. 15 and 16 illustrate the simulation

Fig. 18. SmartCap one lane highway simulation results: number of vehicles in the last section.

Fig. 17. SmartCap one lane highway simulation results: number of vehicles in the 15th section.
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results after t ¼ 9 units of simulation time. It is clear from these figures that the multi-destination
link layer controller achieved a color density profile very close to the desired one.
It should be noticed that in a real highway there are many different destinations. However, it is

possible to tag vehicles traveling to distant exits with just one color. Following the suggestion in
Rao and Varaiya (1994) to allow vehicles only one lane change per highway section, the required
number of different colors is related to the number of lanes in the AHS. In this case the computa-
tional complexity required to implement the multi-destination link layer controller remains small.

4.3. SmartCap simulation results

Two examples of simulation results obtained with SmartCap (Broucke et al., 1996) are in-
cluded. SmartCap is a meso-scale traffic simulation package whose main advantage is the use of
the notion of activities (Broucke and Varaiya, 1996). By using this notion it is possible to encode
the space–time demands of vehicles while traveling in the highway and to consider bounds on the
highway capacity. A proper selection of the space–time demands makes it possible to abstract the
dynamics of the coordination and regulation layers and to reduce the simulation time demanded
by a micro-scale simulator.
The first simulation example is a one lane highway in which vehicles are entering at the be-

ginning of the highway at a constant rate. The control law in Eqs. (7) and (8) is applied to
conform the uniform entry flow of vehicles into groups of vehicles, in such a way that empty
highway space is created between these groups. This effect of producing empty sections on the
highway can not be achieved with other types of traffic flow controllers, for example, like the

Fig. 19. SmartCap one lane highway simulation results: number of vehicles along the highway at the end of simulation

time.
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greedy rule in Broucke and Varaiya (1996). The desired density for the groups of vehicles that
are formed with the use of the controller in Eqs. (7) and (8) satisfies highway capacity con-
straints.
The second simulation example is a two lane highway. Vehicles enter the highway at a constant

rate at the beginning of the highway using the two lanes. Half of the vehicles that enter the
highway in each lane are bound to finish their trip in the left lane at the end of the highway and
the other half needs to finish their trip in the right lane. Vehicles are required to switch to their
final destination lane two times before they reach the end of the highway. Although in the normal
scenario of destination control, only one change of lane is expected, this scenario of double lane
change was chosen to emphasize the capabilities of the controller. The initial distribution of traffic
on the highway is such that without the intervention of the control laws the desired traffic con-
dition can not be achieved.
The highways are 10 km long in both cases partitioned in 500 m sections. Vehicles are assigned

a desired constant speed of 20 m/s. Each section has a maximum capacity of 10.5 vehicles, ac-
cording with the spacing policy adopted for the simulation.
Figs. 17 and 18 show the number of vehicles in the fifteenth and last section of the one lane

highway as time passes. It can be noticed that the density varies significantly in the sections,
indicating the success of the control law. Fig. 19 shows the distribution of vehicles at the end of

Fig. 20. SmartCap two lane simulation results: number of vehicles in the left lane at the end of the simulation. Top plot:

vehicles with left lane destination. Bottom plot: vehicles with right lane destination.
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the simulation. Notice that the inlet flow in the highway was kept constant and equal to the
desired inlet flow. It can be noted that the controller is not producing overflow in any section.
Figs. 20 and 21 show the simulation results for the left lane and right lane, respectively, for the

two lanes example. The convergence to the desired traffic conditions was accomplished in 50 s
(that corresponded with three sampling times) for the entire highway.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents results on the traffic control of the hierarchical architecture of the PATH
AHS presented in Varaiya and Shladover (1991). The main contributions are to traffic flow
stabilization in the link layer level of this architecture.
The traffic of vehicles with different destination although sharing a multiple lane highway is

considered. Assuming that the velocity and the lane change of vehicles in a stretch of highway can
be commanded, a set of control laws that stabilize the vehicular traffic flow to predetermined
desired profiles of velocity and density is presented.
The controller is derived from a model based on the principle of vehicles conservation and is

based on Lyapunov stability results. The more important features of this controller are

Fig. 21. SmartCap two lane simulation results: number of vehicles in the right lane at the end of the simulation. Top

plot: vehicles with left lane destination. Bottom plot: vehicles with right lane destination.
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• It is suitable for distributed implementation because it requires only local traffic information.
• It avoids traffic flow dynamics inversion that produce unbounded controls signals for small ve-
hicular densities.

• It tracks the vehicle density profile that minimizes the error along all the stretch of highway,
even when there is a mismatch between the desired and real inlet traffic flow.

The desired velocity and density profiles that are considered included the cases in which dif-
ferent desired velocities can be assigned to sections of the highway where lane change is supposed
to occur. These profiles can be designed using the methodologies suggested in Broucke and
Varaiya (1996) and Alvarez et al. (1998).
Simulation results are presented in Matlab, SmartPath (Eskafi et al., 1992) and SmartCap

(Broucke et al., 1996). The simulation results indicate both, the validity of the assumptions about
the dynamics of the coordination and regulation layers, and the effectiveness of the link layer
controller.
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Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 1

Proof. Choose the following Lyapunov function candidate

UðtÞ ¼ 1

2

Z L

0

eKKðx; tÞTVdðxÞeKKðx; tÞdx: ðA:1Þ

First notice that the argument in (A.1) is positive definite as VdðxÞ is always positive definite.
Taking the time derivative of Eq. (A.1)

_UUðtÞ ¼
Z L

0

eKKðx; tÞTVdðxÞ
oeKKðx; tÞ

ot
dx:

Using Eq. (6)

_UUðtÞ ¼ �
Z L

0

eKKðx; tÞTVdðxÞ
o

ox
fVdðxÞeKKðx; tÞgdxþ

Z L

0

eKKðx; tÞTVdðxÞ
o

ox
Vfðx; tÞKðx; tÞf gdx

þ
Z L

0

eKKðx; tÞTVdðxÞNdðx; tÞeKKðx; tÞdx�
Z L

0

eKKðx; tÞTVdðxÞNfðx; tÞKðx; tÞdx: ðA:2Þ

The first integral in Eq. (A.2) is an exact differential and the second can be rewritten using
Lebnitz�s rule. Thus,
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_UUðtÞ ¼ �eKKðx; tÞTVdðxÞVdðxÞeKKðx; tÞ
���L
0
�
Z L

0

o

ox
eKKðx; tÞTVdðxÞ

n o
Vfðx; tÞKðx; tÞdx

þ eKKðx; tÞTVdðxÞVfðx; tÞKðx; tÞ
���L
0
þ
Z L

0

eKKðx; tÞTVdðxÞNdðx; tÞeKKðx; tÞdx

�
Z L

0

eKKðx; tÞTVdðxÞNfðx; tÞKðx; tÞdx: ðA:3Þ

Recall that, by theorem assumption, eKKð0; tÞ ¼ 0. Select matrices Vfðx; tÞ and Nfðx; tÞ according
to Eqs. (7) and (8). Then Eq. (A.3) becomes

_UUðtÞ6
Z L

0

eKKðx; tÞTVdðxÞNdðx; tÞeKKðx; tÞdx: ðA:4Þ

Assumption 1 establishes that Ndðx; tÞ has a tri-diagonal structure and requires specification of
only net lane changes. Therefore, it is possible to consider separately any two pair of adjacent
lanes i and j with ji� jj ¼ 1 to analyze the term inside the integral in Eq. (A.4). According to this
Eq. (A.4) can be rewritten as

_UUðtÞ6
Xn
i¼1

ji�jj¼1

Z L

0

Ri;jðx; tÞdx ¼
Xn
i¼1

ji�jj¼1

Z L

0

�ndi;jðx; tÞ eKKiðx; tÞVdiðxÞ
�

� eKKjðx; tÞVdjðxÞ
�eKKiðx; tÞdx;

ðA:5Þ
where ji� jj ¼ 1 and, without loss of generality, it is assumed that ndi;jðx; tÞ > 0 and ndj;iðx; tÞ ¼ 0.
There are six possible combinations for the sign of Ri;jðx; tÞ in Eq. (A.5) that depend on the signs

of eKKiðx; tÞ, eKKjðx; tÞ and the sign of the argument eKKiðx; tÞVdiðxÞ � eKKjðx; tÞVdjðxÞ
� �

. These combi-

nations are

1. If eKKiðx; tÞ ¼ 0 or eKKjðx; tÞ ¼ 0) Ri;jðx; tÞ6 0.
2. If signðeKKiðx; tÞÞ 6¼ signðeKKjðx; tÞÞ ) Ri;jðx; tÞ6 0.
3. If eKKiðx; tÞ; eKKjðx; tÞ > 0 and eKKiðx; tÞVdiðxÞ > eKKjðx; tÞVdjðxÞ ) Ri;jðx; tÞ6 0.
4. If eKKiðx; tÞ; eKKjðx; tÞ > 0 and eKKiðx; tÞVdiðxÞ < eKKjðx; tÞVdjðxÞ ) Ri;jðx; tÞP 0.
5. If eKKiðx; tÞ; eKKjðx; tÞ < 0 and eKKiðx; tÞVdiðxÞ < eKKjðx; tÞVdjðxÞ ) Ri;jðx; tÞ6 0.
6. If eKKiðx; tÞ; eKKjðx; tÞ < 0 and eKKiðx; tÞVdiðxÞ > eKKjðx; tÞVdjðxÞ ) Ri;jðx; tÞP 0.

Notice that _UUðtÞ6 0 for all cases with the exception of items 4 and 6 in the previous list. 2 To
showL2 stability for eKKð; tÞ ¼ 0 for those two cases define L4i;j and L6i;j to be the union of all the
segments of the highway length ½0;L
 where conditions 4 and 6 hold, respectively for lanes i and j,
ji� jj ¼ 1. And let L4 and L6 be the collection of all L4i;j and L6i;j , respectively.

Case 4, eKKiðx; tÞ; eKKjðx; tÞ > 0 and eKKiðx; tÞVdiðxÞ < eKKjðx; tÞVdjðxÞ. From Eq. (A.5) evaluated for
segments L4i;j

2 The trivial case when ndi;j ðx; tÞ ¼ ndj;iðx; tÞ ¼ 0 is not considered in the analysis. It does not present any problem from

the stability point of view.
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_UUðtÞjL4 6 �
Xn
i¼1

ji�jj¼1

Z
L4i;j

ndi;jðx; tÞ eKKiðx; tÞVdiðxÞ
�

� eKKjðx; tÞVdjðxÞ
�eKKiðx; tÞdx

¼
Xn
i¼1

ji�jj¼1

(
�
Z
L4i;j

eKKiðx; tÞ2VdiðxÞndi;jðx; tÞdxþ
Z
L4i;j

eKKiðx; tÞeKKjðx; tÞVdjðxÞndi;jðx; tÞdx
)

6 � 2ndðtÞUðtÞjL4 þ
Xn
i¼1

ji�jj¼1

Z
L4

eKKjðx; tÞ eKKiðx; tÞ
�

þ eKKjðx; tÞ
�
VdjðxÞndi;jðx; tÞdx; ðA:6Þ

where

ndðtÞ ¼ inf
x2L4i;j
i;ji�jj¼1

fndi;jðx; tÞg:

The desired density is always prescribed to be bounded, i.e., 06 aKdiðx; tÞ, aKdjðx; tÞ < M < 1. AseKKiðx; tÞ, eKKjðx; tÞ > 0, this implies that there exists M such that eKKiðx; tÞ < M 8i.
Define

V dj ¼ sup
x2L4i;j
i;ji�jj¼1

fVdjðxÞg;

�nndi;jðtÞ ¼ sup
x2L4i;j
i;ji�jj¼1

fndi;jðx; tÞg:

Then

_UUðtÞjL4 6 � 2ndðtÞUðtÞjL4 þ
Xn
i¼1

ji�jj¼1

2M2V dj�nndi;jðtÞ
Z
L4i;j

dx

 !
6 � 2ndi;jðtÞUL4ðtÞ þ b; ðA:7Þ

where

b ¼ 2M2
Xn
i¼1

ji�jj¼1

V dj�nndi;jðtÞ
Z
L4i;j

dx

 !
:

Eq. (A.7) implies that UðtÞjL4 can at most grow to the point where

UðtÞjL4 ¼
b

2ndðtÞ
and therefore L2 stability for eKKð; tÞ ¼ 0 follows for this case.

Case 6, eKKiðx; tÞ; eKKjðx; tÞ < 0 and eKKiðx; tÞVdiðxÞ > eKKjðx; tÞVdjðxÞ.
When there is desired lane change, the lanes in a highway can be classified in one of three

classes:

1. Lanes that lose vehicles to both adjacent lanes.
2. Lanes that lose vehicles to one adjacent lane and gain vehicles from the other adjacent lane.
3. Lanes that only gain vehicles from both adjacent lanes.
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Assume that lane i belongs to the first class, then the time derivative of the ith component in Eq.
(A.5) is

_UUiðtÞjL6i;j 6 �
X

ji�jj¼1

Z
L6i;j

ndi;jðx; tÞeKKiðx; tÞ2VdiðxÞdx6 � 4ndiðtÞUiðtÞjL6i;j ; ðA:8Þ

where

ndiðtÞ ¼ inf
x2L6i;j
i;ji�jj¼1

fndi;jðx; tÞg:

Eq. (A.8) implies that

lim
t!1

eKKiðx; tÞjL6i;j ¼ 0 ðA:9Þ

for all lanes that do not receive vehicles because of lane change.
Now assume that lane i belongs to the second class, then the time derivative of the ith com-

ponent in Eq. (A.5) is

_UUiðtÞjL6i;j 6 �
Z
L6i;j

ndi;jðx; tÞeKKiðx; tÞ2VdiðxÞ þ
Z
L6i;k

ndk;iðx; tÞeKKiðx; tÞeKKkðx; tÞVdiðxÞdx; ðA:10Þ

where lane j is the lane to which vehicles are send to and lane k is the lane from which vehicles are
received from. Lanes in class 2 can form groups of adjacent lanes, however, this group must have
a class 1 lane in one side and a class 3 lane in the other. Therefore, it is possible to assume, without
loss of generality, that in Eq. (A.10) lane k belongs to the class 1. Given e > 0 and using Eq. (A.9)
it follows that after a long enough time t0, jeKKkðx; tÞj < e and therefore

_UUiðtÞjL6i;j 6 � 2ndiðtÞUiðtÞjL6i;j þMeUjðtÞ1=2jL6i;k ; ðA:11Þ

where

M ¼ sup
x2L6i;k

fV 1=2
di

ðxÞg sup
x2L6i;k

fndk;iðx; tÞg
Z
L6i;k

dx

 !1=2

:

Using

d

dt
UðtÞ1=2
� �

¼ 1

2
UðtÞ�1=2 _UUðtÞ; ðA:12Þ

it follows that

d

dt
UiðtÞ1=2jL6i;k
� �

6 � ndi;jðtÞUiðtÞ1=2jL6i;k þMe: ðA:13Þ

As e can be made arbitrarily small, Eq. (A.13) implies that

lim
t!1

eKKiðx; tÞjL6i;k ¼ 0: ðA:14Þ

Once Eq. (A.14) is applied to the first lane in a group of adjacent class 2 lanes, the argument in
Eqs. (A.11)–(A.13) can be repeated for all the lanes in that group and for all groups of class 2
lanes, therefore Eq. (A.14) holds for all lanes in class 2.
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Finally, if lane i belongs to the third class, then the time derivative of the ith component in Eq.
(A.5) is

_UUiðtÞjL6i;j 6
X

ji�jj¼1

Z
L6i;j

ndj;iðx; tÞeKKiðx; tÞeKKjðx; tÞVdiðxÞdx: ðA:15Þ

Eqs. (A.9) and (A.14) show that given e > 0, after a long enough time t1, jeKKjðx; tÞj < e for the
adjacent lanes to those in class 3, therefore using again Eq. (A.12)

lim
t!1

d

dt
UiðtÞ1=2jL6i;j
� �

¼ 0: ðA:16Þ

Eq. (A.16) implies, in turn

jeKKiðx; tÞj < M < 1 8t > t1; x 2 L6i;j ðA:17Þ

and therefore the density error in all class 3 lanes is bounded. Eqs. (A.9), (A.14) and (A.17) imply
that jeKKðx; tÞj is also bounded and therefore, L2 stability for eKKð; tÞ ¼ 0 hold also for case 6.
Once theL2 stability for eKKð; tÞ ¼ 0 is proved, it is possible to analyze the influence of the terms

in Eq. (A.3) in the equilibrium of the dynamics of the density error in Eq. (6).
Consider first the case when Vð0; tÞKð0; tÞ ¼ aVdð0ÞKdð0; tÞ. This implies eKKð0; tÞ ¼ 0. In Eq.

(A.3), the first boundary term is negative and the two feedback terms (the second and fifth) are
negative semidefinite. The third term vanish because cð0; tÞ ¼ ciðL; tÞ ¼ 0. As time passes the sign
of Ri;jðx; tÞ for all x 2 ½0; l
 in Eq. (A.5) will fall in case 1. Therefore _UUðtÞ becomes negative definite
and Lyapunov theory guarantees that eKKð0; tÞ ¼ 0 is an stable asymptotic equilibrium of because
of Eq. (6).
Consider now the case when Vð0; tÞKð0; tÞ 6¼ aVdð0ÞKdð0; tÞ. In this situation UðtÞ ¼ 0 is not a

possible value. Analyzing again Eq. (A.3) to look for a minimum of UðtÞ it follows that _UUðtÞ ¼ 0
will occur when all the terms in this equation vanish. This occurs precisely in the equilibrium in
Eqs. (10) and (11). In particular notice that the i; j elements inside the integrals of the fourth and
fifth terms in Eq. (A.3) are

�ndi;jðx; tÞ eKKiðx; tÞVdiðxÞ
�

� eKKjðx; tÞVdjðxÞ
�eKKiðx; tÞ ðA:18Þ

and

�fi;jðx; tÞ eKKiðx; tÞVdiðxÞ
�

� eKKjðx; tÞVdjðxÞ
�2
Kjðx; tÞ ðA:19Þ

respectively. These two terms vanish wheneKKiðx; tÞVdiðxÞ ¼ eKKjðx; tÞVdjðxÞ: ðA:20Þ

Note that when the inlet flow equals Vð0; tÞKð0; tÞ ¼ bVdð0; tÞKdð0; tÞ, with b 6¼ a, the boundary
term in Eq. (A.3)

Kdð0; tÞTVdð0ÞVdð0ÞKdð0; tÞ 6¼ 0:

As time passes, the feedback terms in the control laws will zero the gradient of the weighted
density error and therefore this term will be compensated by the other boundary term
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KdðL; tÞTVdðLÞVdðLÞKdðL; tÞ

in such a way that

Kdð0; tÞTVdð0ÞVdð0ÞKdð0; tÞ � KdðL; tÞTVdðLÞVdðLÞKdðL; tÞ ¼ 0: �

Remark

1. Eqs. (9)–(11) can be interpreted in terms of the performance of the controller. Eq. (9) is the
most desired case. The traffic situation is such that it is possible to achieve perfect density track-
ing. When this is not possible, because the real number of vehicles in the highway section does
not coincide with the desired number, then the controller can only try to balance the weighted
density error, as indicated in Eqs. (10) and (11).

2. Theorem 1 allows to lane change even when the adjacent lanes have different desired velocities.
This was not the case in Li et al. (1995) and Li et al. (1997a,b), where a connectivity constraint
was necessary. This connectivity constraint was introduced to allow a diagonal structure in a
matrix AðxÞ that performed a change of coordinates. Commutation of the product of diagonal
matrices was used to guarantee a diagonal structure in the matrix PðxÞ ¼ AðxÞRðxÞA�1ðxÞ,
where RðxÞ was a diagonal matrix expressing the connectivity constraint. In contrast, in
Theorem 1 the structure of the matrix Nfðx; tÞ is exploited to derive the stability of the control
laws.

Appendix B. Proof of Theorem 2

Proof. Choose the following Lyapunov function candidate

UxðtÞ ¼
1

2

Z L

0

eKKxðx; tÞTVxdðxÞeKKxðx; tÞdx: ðB:1Þ

Taking the time derivative of Eq. (B.1)

_UUxðtÞ ¼
Z L

0

eKKxðx; tÞVxdðxÞ
oeKKxðx; tÞ

ot
dx:

Using Eq. (19)

_UUxðtÞ ¼ �
Z L

0

eKKxðx; tÞTVxdðxÞ
o

ox
fVxdðxÞeKKxðx; tÞgdxþ

Z L

0

eKKxðx; tÞTVxdðxÞ

� o

ox
Vxf ðx; tÞKxðx; tÞ
� �

dxþ
Z L

0

eKKxðx; tÞTVxdðxÞNxdðx; tÞeKKxðx; tÞdx

�
Z L

0

eKKxðx; tÞTVxdðxÞNxf ðx; tÞKxðx; tÞdx: ðB:2Þ

The first integral in Eq. (B.2) is an exact differential and the second can be rewritten using
Lebnitz�s rule. Thus,
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_UUxðtÞ ¼ �eKKxðx; tÞTVxdðxÞVxdðxÞeKKxðx; tÞ
���L
0
�
Z L

0

o

ox
eKKxðx; tÞTVxdðxÞ

n o
Vxf ðx; tÞðx; tÞdx

þ eKKxðx; tÞTVxdðxÞVxf ðx; tÞKxðx; tÞ
���L
0
þ
Z L

0

eKKxðx; tÞTVxdðxÞNxdðx; tÞeKKxðx; tÞdx

�
Z L

0

eKKxðx; tÞTVxdðxÞNxf ðx; tÞKxðx; tÞdx: ðB:3Þ

Use the fact that, by assumption, eKKxð0; tÞ ¼ 0, and select matrices Vxf ðx; tÞ and Nxf ðx; tÞ
according to Eqs. (22) and (23). Then proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1 to conclude on
the L2 stability for eKKxð; tÞ ¼ 0 and the points of equilibria. �

Remark. Theorem 2 also allows lane change even when the adjacent lanes have different desired
velocity. The implementation of the link layer control law in Theorem 2 can be distributed, as only
information from neighbor positions is required.
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